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This talk addresses some of the disconnects between
cartography in academia versus cartography in industry. The
ability to make maps has become much more accessible. Nearly
every business intelligence software application has mapping
capabilities. Big data is also becoming more accessible, but not
at the same rate. Your exposure and adoption of spatial business
intelligence is your foot in the door. Your ability to thrive is going
to be heavily dependent on your ability to adapt, communicate,
and collaborate.
This talk also sheds light on the realities of the tech industry from
the perspective of one participant. From the outside looking in,
news reports were painting a dark landscape on workplace
culture, diversity, and pay inequality. While media interest has
died down, the topics still resonate in a space that cannot be
fixed overnight. What can you do if you are preparing to enter
this space? What can academic programs do to prepare
you? The simple extension of mentorship to advocacy is one key
in a realm of possibilities.

